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PREFACE

S^N the year 1855 was published "The Ancient Music of Ireland," a volume which
I; I

was edited by George Petrie, LL.D., under the superintendence of the " Society for

the preservation and publication of the IMelodies of Ireland." This volume contains

a large number of airs, of which about twenty were contributed by me. It was my

wish that all my collection, or all worthy of preservation, should be printed by the

Society, but the publication ceased after the appearance of one volume. The death of

Dr. Petrie, in 1864, put an end to all hope of continuing the work ; for he left no one

behind him who was, at that time at least, either able or willing to undertake the editorship.

His death was indeed an irreparable loss : for he possessed an extensive and critical know-

ledge of the subject, which it is to be feared few or none will ever equal. My only anxiety

was to secure the publication of the airs I had preserved, that they might be saved from

possible loss ; but as I failed to do so under the auspices of the Society, I am now doing

what I suppose is the next best thing, publishing them myself.

I spent all my early life in a part of the country where music and dancing were

favourite amusements ; and as I loved the graceful music of the people from my childhood,

their songs, dance tunes, keens, and lullabies remained on my memory, almost without any

effort of my own. I had indeed excellent opportunities ; for my father's memory was

richly stored with popular airs and songs ; and I believe he never sang or played a tune

that I did not learn. Afterwards, when I came to reside in Dublin, and became acquainted

with the various published collections of Irish music, I was surprised to find that a great

number of my tunes were unpublished, and quite unknown outside the district or province

in which they had been learned. This discovery stimulated me to write down all the airs

I could recollect ; and when my own memory was exhausted, I went among the peasantry

during vacations, for several successive years, noting down whatever I thought worthy of

preserving, both music and words. In this way I gradually accumulated a very large

collection.
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There yet remains a great quantity of music among the people, unpublished and

uncollected. But it is fast dying out ; and those who are gifted with sufficient musical

knowledge and taste should catch and write down the fugitive strains before they are

extinguished for ever. If the old harpers had not been brought together in Belfast in

1792, by the patriotic exertions of Dr. IMacdonnell and a few other gentlemen. Bunting

probably would never have entered on the task of preserving his country's music, and the

greater number of tunes in his noble collection would have been lost to us ; for in a very

few years after, the harpers were all dead and gone. And now, if those among us who

understand and love Irish music, exert ourselves even in a small way, like those Belfast

gentlemen, we shall, like them, have some claims on the gratitude of posterity. For me,

I shall be thankful to any person who sends me one or more Irish airs or songs ; for I will

continue to publish as long as I can obtain materials
; provided such matter as the present

little volume contains, meet with the approval of the public.

In modern music the seventh note of the minor scale is generally raised half a tone,

80 as to bring it within a semitone of the octave. This, however, was hardly ever done in

Irish airs in the minor mode; and an illustration of this remark will be found in almost

every minor air in the present collection. I cannot help observing that editors of Irish

music appear to me to be often too much inclined to force those of the Irish airs that are

in the minor scale into a compliance with the modern rule, thereby, in many instances,

falsifying the airs, and depriving them of their antique character.

I had intended to offer a few observations on the subject of harmony ; and in

particular I was anxious to record the opinion that the accompaniments ought to be

extremely simple ;—that in fact abstruse or complicated harmonies commonly destroy the

character of Irish melodies. But Professor Glover has favoured me with a letter in which

these views are put forward in language so precise and instructive, as to render quite

unnecessary any further observations of mine.

" 14, Talbot Street, Dublin, November 19th, 1872.

" Dear Dk. Joyce,

" As you have confided to me the task of clothing your Irish tunes in suitable

harmonies, I think it necessary to mention that simple as the task may seem, it requii-cd

some discrimination. Some of the tunes are regular, and subject to the rules of counter-

point ; others are wild and desultory, and such as do not readily admit the accompani-

ment of a bass : while many again are of a mixed kind, partaking of both these character-
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istics. In giving them suitable harmonies, I have been guided by the obvious principle of

not attempting a harmony when doing so would injure the character of the tune, as in

case of the Keens and Lullabies. In tunes partaking of the mixed character, I have found

it expedient to vary the treatment, so as to be in keeping with the melody ; for in many

tunrs of this class the point and interest lies in a few notes occasionally at the end of each

part. In such tunes, by alternating a simple harmony with a bit of vigorous unison—so

that the point of the melody will be readily understood—the character of the music is more

distinctively preserved. I have avoided all abstruse treatment as out of place ; and I have

merely endeavoured to give the melodies such natural harmonies as will be in accordance

with their character, and at the same time will enable them to be readily caught up by the

popular ear, and to be retained there.

Yours faithfully, J. \V. GLOVER."

I think I am bound to mention that Professor Glover not only harmonised the airs,

but assisted me throughout : I had, in fact, all the advantage that could be derived from

the presence and advice of an accomplished scientific musician.

The Dance tunes that prevailed in the Munster counties, twenty-five or thirty years

ago, were chiefly the Reel, the Double Jig, the Single Jig, the Hop Jig, and the Hornpipe.

The Reel was in common, or two-four time. The Double Jig was a six-eight time tune,

the bars of which usually consisted of six quavers in two triplets. The Single Jig was also

six-eight time ; but here the triplet of the Double Jig was generally, though not invariably,

represented by a crotchet followed by a quaver. The Hop Jig, or as it was also called.

Slip Jig, or Slip Time, was a nine-eight time tune. The Hornpipe was in common, or

two-four time; it was played not quite so quickly as the Reel, and was always danced by a

man unaccompanied by a partner. All these dance tunes, except the last, took their names

from the manner in which they were danced. Besides these, there were " Set Dance

"

tunes, i.e. tunes with some peculiarity of time, measure, or length, which required a special

sort of dance, that had to be learned and practised for each particular tune. A Set Dance

was always danced by a man without a partner. On the subject of the Munster dances

I may take advantage of some other opportunity to make a few observations.

ITie time in which each tune is to be played is indicated by the swing of a simple

pendulum. Hang a little weight— a heavy button, a bullet, &c—to the end of a thread,

and after measuring it to the length indicated at the head of the tune, suspend it from the

finger, or from a nail, and set it swinging ; it will show at once the time in which the tune
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is to be played. For instance, in the first tune, page 2, let the thread from the finder to

the weight be 20 inches, then each swing will indicate the length of a crotchet. The time

I have indicated for the dance tunes is not quite so fast as they were played for dancing.

In connection with the subject of time or movement, I will venture an opinion that

our song tunes are generally played and sung too slowly : while on the other hand, the

dance music is often played too fast ; and in both cases the sentiment of the air is injured

—sometimes utterly destroyed. To understand and appreciate a song tune, the oar of the

listener must, as it were, catch the pace of the melody ; which is extremely diflScult when it

is played too slowly, and still more so if it be overloaded with harmony. And in this

manner a tune, exquisitely beautiful when understood, may be made to a listener—even

though he be a skilled musician—quite unintelligible, and devoid of all sentiment. On this

subject, Bunting makes the following interesting observations :
—" When the meeting of

the harpers took place at Belfast, in 1 792, the editor, being selected to note down the tunes,

was surprised to find that all the melodies played by the harpers were performed with a

much greater degree of quickness than he had till then been accustomed to. The harpers

made those airs assume quite a new character, spirited, lively, and energetic, certainly

according much more with the national disposition, than the languid and tedious manner

in which they were, and too often still are, played among fashionable public performers, in

whose efforts at realizing a false conception of sentiment, the melody is very often so

attenuated as to be all but lost." (Ancient Music of Ireland; page 18.)

I now offer to the public a part of my collection of Airs and Songs ; and if each

of my readers derive from them even a tithe of the exquisite enjoyment they have afforded

me during the greater part of my life, then it may be truly said that they are well worth

publication.

P. W. JOYCE.

Dublin, December 1872.
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ANCIENT IRISH MUSIC.

No. 1.

BOTH the air and the words of this ballad appear to me to possess much simple

beauty and feeling. I learned them from my father when I was a mere child,

and I never heard the air with any one else. The words are still sung in some

parts of Munster, though so very much corrupted as to be quite barbarous ; but I do

not know whether they retain the air. I have amended several corrupt stanzas.

This ballad embodies one of the many forms of a superstition formerly very prevalent in

Ireland, and not quite extinct even at the present day—namely, a belief that the fairies often

take away mortals to their palaces in the fairy forts, lisses, and pleasant green hills.

Macananty or Macanantan was a fairy chief or king who formerly enjoyed great celebrity in

the north of Ireland, and whose fame extended also into the south. There is a hill called

Scraba in the county of Down, about eight miles from Belfast, near the top of which is a

great sepulchral cairn. Under this hill and cairn Macananty had his palace ; and the place

still retains much of its fairy reputation among the peasantry of the district.

Macananty himself is remembered in legend, and his name is quite famihar, especially

among the people who inhabit the mountainous districts extending from Dundalk to

Newcastle in the county of Down. I find that here they call him in Irish Sheamus Maca-

neandan—James Macanantan ; but both names, John and James, must have been added in

recent times. He is mentioned in one of Neilson's Irish dialogues in the following words :

—

" They set out at cock-crowing, from smooth Knock-Magha forth, both Finvar and his

valiant host. And many a fairy castle, rath, and mount, they shortly visited, from dawn of

day till fall of night, on beautiful winged coursers. * * * * They never halted
;

for they were to sup that Hallow-eve in the fairy castle of Scraba, with the fairy chief

Macaneantan."—(Neilson's Irish Gram. pp. 57, 58, 59.) I have not found him mentioned

however in any ancient Irish authority.

Notwithstanding the northern origin of the fairy chief, it is probable that both air and

words are of Munster origin. This appears clear enough, both from the fact that the song

prevails in Munster, and from the internal evidence afforded by several of the stanzas. It

would appear that Macananty must have seen, in some preternatural way, a vision of the

B
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maiden before meeting with her ; that after travelling " by sea and by land,'^ he found her

in Munster ; and that he finally induced her to become his queen.

I suppose the " Queen Anne " of the eighth stanza, is Aine, a fairy princess whom we

find frequently mentioned in very ancient Irish writings ; she had her palace at the hill of

Knockany in the county Limerick, which indeed took its name (Aine's hill) from her,

and she was still more celebrated than Macananty. The change of the name Aine to Anne

makes me suspect that the ballad is a translation ; but although I have searched almost as

much as Macananty himself, " I never could find " an Irish original.

THE FAIRY KING'S COURTSHIP. J = pend. 20 inches.

iston. I
I

' '
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1. On the first day of May at the close of the day,

As I stood in the shade of a green-spreading tree,

A young lover a-courting a maiden I spied

;

I drew very nigh them to hear and see.

2. The dress that he wore was a velvet so green.

All trimmed with gold lace, and as bright as the sea

;

And he said, " Love, I'll make you my own fairy queen,

" If you are but willing to go with me.
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3. " Lisses and forts shall be at your command,

" Mountains and valleys, the land and the sea,

" And the billows that roar along the sea shore,

" If you are but willing to go with me."

4. " To make me a queen my birth is too mean,

" And you will get ladies of higher degree

;

" I know not your name nor from whence you came,

" So I am not willing to go with thee."

5. "I will tell you my name and I love you the same

"As if you were a lady of higher degree j

"John Macananty's my name, and from Scraba I came,

" And the queen of that country my love shall be."

6. " If I were to go with one I don't know,

" My parents and friends would be angry with me

;

" They would bring me back again with shame and disdain,

" So I am not willing to go with thee."

7. " From your friends we will sail in a ship that won't fail,

" With silken top-sail and a wonderful flight

;

" From this to Coleraine, to France and to Spain,

" And home back again in one short night.

8. " There is not a fort from this to the north

" But we'll dance around it and sing merrilie

;

" And the lads of queen Anne shall be at your command,

" And they shall all stand in great dread of thee.

9. " Many a mile I have roamed in my time,

" By sea and by land a-looking for thee,

" And I never could find rest or peace for my mind,

" Until fortune proved kind and sent you to me !

"

--

—

'^i^?^^^^^'^—
No. 2.

I to.tk down tins tune in 185i from the whistling of James Quain, a farmer, still

living m Coolfree, on the borders of the counties of Cork and Limerick. It belongs to

that class of dance tunes called in Munster by the name of " Double jig," a term which

will be found explained in the Preface. James Q'lain stated that it was considered a very

old tune, and that it was known to only very few of the people.
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THE BARLE\ GRAIN.

s
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No. 3.

This beautiful air I noted down in the year 1853, from the singing of a national

schoolmaster, a native of Kerry ; and I also took down the words of the Irish song, which

I regret I am now unable to find among my papers. Neither can I give the teacher's

name, which was written along with the song.

SLAN BEO. FAREWELL. pend. 20 inches.
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No. 4.

This air I have known from my childhood, and always by the name of the " Sxdsle

huklhe," or "The yellow flail." But the air immediately following (No. 5), wliicli I noted

down from the singing of Joseph Martin, a native of the county Limerick, was, according

to him, known by the same name. They are both similar in character and expression

—

airy and graceful in movement ; and as they are precisely alike in measure and rhythm, it

is probable that an Irish song called " Saisle Buidhe," was sung to both indifferently, and

gave them the same name. Observe that both are song airs, and are to be played some-

what slower than double jig time.

AN SUISTE BUIDHE. THE YELLOW FLAIL. I)eu(L 1.3 iiiclics.

± a^EE^^^^^^^gg^^it
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No. 5.

(See Notice to No. 4).

J\ SVISTE DUIDIIE. THE YELLOW FLAIL. Cind. Air.) ^- = |)en 1. 15 inches.

Playful but nut too fast.
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Til is was a favourite dance tune, twenty-five or iliuty years ago in the county

Limerick, where I learned it from constantly hearing it played by fiddlers and pipers.

I also heard it often called by the name of " The peeler's jacket."

THE FLANNEL JACKET. Reel. ' = pend. 12 inches.
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No. 7.

The term "hop-jig," applied in the south of Ireland to dance tunes in niue-eight time.

will be found explained in the Preface. 1 noted this tune from the flute playing of David

Grady, a native of Ardpatrick in the county Limerick, but unfortunately I neglected to

ascertain its name.

HOP JIG. ' =perid. 7 Indies
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No. 8.

This simple and pleasing melody is a good representative of a very numerous class of

Irish airs, all characterized by one jjeculiarity of structure. There are in reality only two

different strains, and the whole tune is made up in the following way:—first strain— second

strain—second strain—first strain. In the present air, each strain consists offour bars, and

bearing this in mind, the structure will be apparent at a glance.

The Irish song from which the air has taken its name, is still well known in the southern

counties. It was published in 1847, with a metrical translation, by Edward Walsh, in

his " Irish Popular Songs," an excellent little work, which is now out of print, and difficult

to be procured. A rude, though not very incorrect translation used to be sung as a street

ballad in my young days. I give the Irish words, accompanied by a translation of my own,

the only merit of which is, that it follows the original almost word for word. I-ough Lene'

is the old name of the lakes of Killarney. Cuilfhionn-deas (pron. Cooleen-dhas) means

pretty fair-haired maiden.

F.4IXKE GEAL AX LAE. THE D.WVNING OK THE DA\. ^ = pend. 18 inches.
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1. Maidin mhoch do ghabhas amach

Air bhnxach Locha Lein

;

An sainhradh ag teachd, 'san chraobh re n'ais,

'GvLS lonnradh teith 6'n ngrein

;

Air taisdiol dham tre bhailte-puirt

'Gus banta mine reidh,

Cia gheabhainn le'm ais acht cuilfhionn deas

Le fainne geal an lae.

2. Ni raibh brdg na stocaidh, coip, na cloca.

Air mo stor 6'n speir;

Acbt folt fionn ordha sios go troigh

Ag fas go barr an fheir

;

Bhidh calan cruidhte aice 'na glaic,

'S air driucht ba dheas a sgeimh

;

Thug barr-ghean 6 Venus deas,

Le fainne geal an lae.

3. Do shuidh au bhrighdeacli sios le 'm ais

Air bhiunse glas don bhfeur

;

A magadh lei bhios da mhuidheamh go pras

Mar mhnaoi nach sgarfainn lei ;

A dubhairt si liom na bris mo chlu,

Sgaoil me air siubhal, a reic,

Sin iad a ndeas na soillse ag teachd

Le fainne geal an lae.

TRANSLATION.

1. One morning early I walked forth

By the margin of Lough Lene

;

The sunshine dressed the trees in green.

And summer bloomed again

;

I left the town and wandered on

Through fields all green and gay

;

And whom should I meet but Cooleen-dhas,

By the dawning of the day.

2. No cap or cloak this maiden wore,

Her neck and feet were bare

;

Down to the grass in ringlets fell

Her glossy golden hair;

A milking pail was in her hand.

She was lovely young and gay;

She bore the palm from Venus bright.

By the dawning of the day.
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3. On a mossy bank I sat me down,

With the maiden by my side ;

\^'ith gentle words I courted her.

And asked her for my bride

;

She said "Young man, don't bring me blame,

" But let me go away,

" For morning's light is shining bright,

"By the dawning of the day."

No. 9.

I learned this air from the singing of my father. I recollect hearing an Irish song to

it, every verse of which ended with the words " Banalanna, banalanna !

"

BANALAXNA. THE ALE WOMAN. J — pend. 18 inches.
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No. 10.

11

Noted down in 1854 from James Buckley, a Limerick piper, who stated his belief that

the tune belonged to the county Ctare.

CRABS IN THE SKILLET. ^ ,'• =pend. II inches.
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No. 11.

1 have known this air and heard it sung as long as I can remember. Of the Irish song

I give one stanza which it is not necessary to translate ; the whole song was a sort of lament

(but not a death song), every stanza of which ended with the words " Och-ochone !

"
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Foil, foil a dhuine, no air buile ataoi tu ?

Go de an fath do chumann agus na faca ariamh thu ?

Is cailia beag 6g me do seoladh a'd lionsa

;

Mo bheannacht go buan duit, agus na dean dith dhom,

Och-ochon

!

OCR ocnoNE.
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No. 12.

I took this air with an Irish song, from the singing of Nora Dwane of Glenosheen in

the county Limerick, who still lives in the same neighbourhood. I afterwards found that the

song had been published and translated by Edward Walsh, in his Irish Popular Songs; and

I give one stanza with his translation, which, although it is by no means close, will serve to

show the rhythm of the song, and its adaptation to the melody.

MAIDIN CEEODHACa NUAIB D'EIRIQIIEAS. ^VHEN I ROSE ON A MISTY MORNING.
= pend, 22 inches.
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3

13

•<««T

£f5^^
r^ rj) T=^-

f^^ :2:
s-

Maiclin chcodhach nuair d'eirigheas,

Is chuadhas amach fa'n gcoill ghlas,

Is ann do bhiiail an treighid me

Nach leighisfearj fai'aoir

!

Do chuala an bhruinncall nibeidhredch,

A luib na coille droigbneacb,

Do ])hreab mo cbroidhe le greann di,

Gur dlieigb-bhean dam i

!

Oik; morn when mists did hover

The green-wood's foliage over,

Twas then I did discorver

How painful lore may be;

A maid, mid shades concealing,

Poured forth her voice of feeling,

And love came o'er me stealing.

She's a dear maid to me

!

No. 13.

Several songs both Irish and English are sung to this air, which is well known all over

the IMunster counties. Nearly all take the name of the air as chorus. Of one, which is full of

drollery from beginning to end, I give a single stanza as a specimen. The minstrel, who

describes himself as " A young fellow that's airy and bold," philosophises in this fashion

about worldly wealth :

—

To quarrel for riches I ne'er was inclined,

For the greatest of misers must leave them behind
;

I'll buy a milch cow that will never run dry

And I'll milk her by twisting her horn

;

There was old Paddy Murphy had money galore.

And Darner of Shronell had twenty times more

;

They are now on their backs under nettles and stones,

Agus fagamaoid siid mar ata se !

The last line, which is also the name of the air, is pronounced " Faugameedh shuodh

murra ihaushaij." The "milch cow that will never run dry," means a potteen still ; and the

twistin" of her horn is an allusion to the twisted shape of the worm. Damer of Shronell

in the county Tipperary, was the Croesus of the south of Ireland.
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FAGAMAOID 8VD MAR ATA SB. LET US LEAVE THAT AS IT IS. ^ = pend. 16 inches.
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No. 14.

The words " Ace and deuce'' (or oue ai.d two) mean here the highest pitch of excellence

;

p.nd as the name indicates, the tune was considered the perfection of music when well played

on the bag-pipes, and its correct performance was believed to be a sufficient test of the

instrumental skill of a piper. It belongs to the class of " set dances," a term which is

explained in the Preface. I noted it down in 1853 from the whistling of John Dolan, of

Glenosheen in the county Limerick.
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AON TS DO NA PIOBAIBEACUTA. THE ACE AND DEUCE OF PIPERING. Set Dance.
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No. 15.

Taken down in 1854 from the singing of Peggy Cudmore, of Glenoshcen, in the county

Limerick, a little giil of about thirteen years of age. A few of our airs, though in the

minor scale, end in the tonic of the relative major. The air of Moore's song, " Silent,

O Moyle," is an example ; and the present air is another. One stanza of the song will

be sufficient :

—

'Tis not your gold would me entice

To marry you against my friends' advice ;

And I never do intend at all

To be away from my mother's call

;

And I never do intend at all

To be away from my mother's call

!

'TIS NOT YOUR GOLD WOULD ME ENTICE pend. 18 inches.
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No. 16.

From the flute-playing of David Grady, of Ardpatrick, county Limerick.

HEEL. ^=psn<l- 12 inches.
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No. 17.

I cannot tell when I learned the air and words of this song, for I have known them as

long as my memory can reach back. Some portions of the old song are spirited and well

adapted to the air; others are very rude and worthless; and for several reasons it could not

be presented to the reader. I give instead, what may be called a new song, in which I

have incorporated the best lines of the original, including two verses almost unchanged.
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I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED ON SUNDAY.
Lively.

J = pend. 17 inches.
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1. 'Twas down in the meadows one morning last spring, I met a fair maiden who

mm^r^

$ ^^'^h-rrr. ff=p: m-^ $
sweetly did sing ; She was milking her cow while her clear voice did ring, " Pm

mft:

mS—

V

^
six-teen years old on next Sunday, I'm six-teen years old on next Sun- day!"

^^
2. 'Tis quite time to marry when a girl is sixteen

;

Twas Willy that told me, so it's plain to be seen

;

For he's handsome and manly and fit for a queen.

And just twenty years old on next Sunday,

Just twenty years old on next Sunday

!

3. On- next Sunday morning our wedding shall be,

All the lasses and lads will be present to see;

- And oh, how they'll wish to be Willy and me,

And be married like us on next Sunday,

Be married like us on next Sunday

!

4. My friends say sixteen is too youthful to marry.

And for two or three more they would have me to tarry,

They say it is better my milk-pail to carry.

And put off my wedding on Sunday,

And put off my wedding on Sunday.
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5. But I think my friends have a sma^l share of skill.

And for two or three more it's against my will

;

It's a promise I made and I must it fulfil.

And I wish that to-moiTow was Sunday,

I wish that to-morrow was Sunday !

6. On Saturday night when I'm free from all care,

I'U finish my dress and I'll paper my hair;

There are three pretty maidens to wait on me there,

And to dance at my wedding tn Sunday,

To dance at my wedding on Sunday !

My Willy is loving and faithful to me,

And this very next Sunday our wedding shall be

;

Oh, my heart's full of joy, and I'm frantic with glee.

When I think of my wedding on Sunday,

When I think of my wedding on Sunday !

='^*^

No. 18.

This air belongs to the same class as No. 8—page 8. I took down both air and

words in 1853, from the singing of John Hennesy, of Kilfinane in the county Limerick.

= pend. 24 inches.THE SUMMER IS COME AND THE GRASS IS GREEN.
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The summer is come and the grass is green,

The leaves are budding on ev'ry tree,

The ships are sailing upon the sea,

And I'll soon find tidings of graraaehrce.

The night was stormy and wet and cold.

When I lost my darling, my true love bold

;

I'll range the valleys and mountains high.

And I'll never marry until I die.

Johnny, Johnny, I love you well,

1 love you better than tongue can tell;

I love my friends and relations too,

But rd leave them all love, and go with you

!

No. 19.

Taken down in 1817, fi'om the whistling of William Sheed}', of Fanningstown, in the

county Limerick.

KENNEDY'S JIO pend. 10 inches.
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No. 20,

I learned this beautiful air from my father; and I remember a part of the song, of

which I give the first verse. As far as I recollect, each stanza except the first ended with

the line " AH on the mountains high." Pomeroy is in the county Tyrone ; but I have

heard the song sung by others, whose version was " two miles below Fernioy." (Co. Cork).

The word " below" refers, I believe, not to elevation, but to direction (uoith or soutli), in

accordance with a custom very general in Ireland.

As I roved out one eveaing two miles below Pomci-oy,

I met a farmer's daughter all on the mountains high;

I said, "my pretty fair maid your beauty shines so iliar.

Upon these lonely mountains, I'm glad to meet you hire."

THE MOUNTAINS HIGH.

^i^q:#^4=^d^
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No. 21.

In the same manner as languages are gradually changed by those who use theiu,

so also it is with popular music. Great numbers of our airs have various " settings " as

we call them, which differ sometimes only very slightly, and sometimes so considerably,

that one is occasionally in doubt whether they come from the same original, or are different

airs altogether. We may imagine that such changes were often the result of incorrect

transmission from one player or singer to another; while in other cases, they were made

deliberately as improvements, by fiddlers, pipers, or singers,—each change slight in itself

—

but without any intention of altering the whole into what might be called a different

melody. And it is easy to understand, what indeed has not unfrequently happened, that in

this manner an air might in course of time, be altered gradually and almost insensibly,

note by note as it were, so as ultimately to become nearly unrecognisable.

But it will I think appear clear to any one who studies the subject attentively, that

sometimes airs were changed in a totally diflPerent way ; that occasionally some skilful

musician deliberately altered an air all at once, with the direct intention of converting it into

a different melody altogether. This he accijmplished by altering the time, the rate of

movement, the relative length of the notes, or the mode (major to minor or vice versa), or

by differently combining the several phrases ; and not unfrequently all these changes were

made in one melody. Two airs related to each other in this manner, have usually nearly

the same intervals, a more or less similar succession of notes of the scale, and a general

resemblance of strain throughout ; but they are so unlike in other respects, that they

commonly pass off as different melodies, and their common origin can only be detected by

close and critical observation. Bunting asserted, in his Preface to " The Ancient INIelodies

of Ireland," that an air, once impressed on the popular ear, is unchangeable; an assertion

utterly groundless, as every one knows who has the least knowledge of popular music. Its

fallacy is fully exposed by Mr. George Farquhar Graham, in his " Introduction" to "Wood's
Songs of Scotland," and by Dr. Petrie, in his "Ancient Music of Ireland."

I will now give some exaaiples of airs which have obviously a common source, one

being derived from the other, or both from the same original melody ; but I will observe

that in cases of this kind, it is not always possible to pronounce by which of the two
influences described above, the change has been effected.

The four airs which follow were procured in the same neighbourhood ; and I think

no reasonable doubt can be entertained that they are all varieties of the same melody.
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The first I noted down from the singing of IMichael Dinneen, a farmer living in

Coolfree, on the borders of Cork and Limerick. I also took down some stanzas of a sad

Irish song which he sang to it, said to have been composed by a young widowed bride,

whose husband had been drowned in conveying her relations in a boat across the Shannon,

after the wedding.

AW CUMHAIN LEATSA AN OIDHCHE UD? DO YOU REMEMBER THAT NIGHT
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No. 22.

1 took clown this with one stanza of the song, from Lewis O'Rrion, a farmer, living

also in Coolfrce ; and it will be perceived tliat it differs from the preceding chiefly in

rhythm, and in the position of the accent. Cappudanig is obviously the name of a place.

CEAPACJI-VAISIG. CAPPADAMG pond. 21 inches.
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Mo mhile sliin chiigha' a Cheapach-dainig,

Anois go briith agus go negad
;

V.AV is miiiic a d'fhagbhiiis a d-tigli an tiibhairne

Am' amadiin can clicilt me.
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Li'i'r naraharach bhidhin dubhach, tinn, casiiiIuiP,

'Gus nar bh'feas dam cad do dheanfainii

;

'• Na'r neartaigh an tard-Mhac ua Righ na ngras leutj'"

Ba she sud radh mo cheile.

My thousand farewells to you, O Cappadanig

Now for ever, and until I die

;

For twas often you left me in the tavern,

As a fool without my reason.

On the morrow I would be melancholy, sick, and sorrj',

And would n't know what I should do

;

'' May neither the high Son nor the King of mercy strengthen you;**

That is what my wife would say to me.

25

No. 23.

Taken down in 1853, from the singing of Joseph Martin (see p. 5); it is commonly

known both in Munster and in Connaught by the name given here. This air differs

considerably from the two preceding ; but the general resemblance is too close I think, to

admit of the supposition that it had an independent origin.

THE GREEN BUSHES.
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No. 24.

I noted this air in 1853, from the singing of Mrs. f'udmore, who then lived at

Glenosheen in the connty Limerick. The chief peculiarity that distinguishes it from the

others is the minor mode but in other respects it does not differ materially from the first

(No. 21).
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No. 25.

I cannot believe that the two following airs were composed independently of each

other ; for their structure is exactly similar, and some of the strains are identical. The

difference seems however too great to be accounted for by accident, or by gradual divergence;

and it is probable that the first was formed from the second by some one skilful hand. I

learned both in early days from my father. To the first there were English words—a song

of 1798— every verse of which ended with the chorus :
—

" We are the boys of Wexford, our equals can't be found,

"And our fame like a comet goes through the world round."

WE ARE THE BOYS OF WEXFORD. , = pend. 18 inches.
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No. 26.

I remember three stanzas of a song to this air. The conception and plan are good,

but two of the verses are too coarse for publication ; and even the one I give had to be

softened down in one particular word.

" Whistle, whistle, daughter, and you must get a cow/'

*• Oh, no, no, no, no, mother, I will not have her now
j

"It is well known,

" I am a woman grown

;

" More's the pity one so pretty as I should live alone
!"
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I will give the song in a new dress. The three verses are retained, as little altered as

possible ; and even the old rhymes are preserved. I have endeavoured also to carry out the

original spirit and conception.

CHEER UP, CHEER UP, DAUGHTER.

^E ^ s^==^=
J =pend. 18 inchps.

1. "Cheer up, cheer up, daughter, what malvcs you look so sad? Good
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^ ^
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well you know the good news, dear mo-ther, that
r r

I should like to hear !"

^=^

"3. "Cheer up, cheer up, daughter, and you shall get a lamb !"

" Oh, if that's the news, dear mother, I'll stay just as I am ;

"My little sister May,

" Can take the lamb away.

But I'm quite a woman now, dear mother, and with toys I cannot ])lay."
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3. " Cheer up, cheer up, daughter, and you shall get a sheep !"

" Oh, no, no, no, dear mother, it would not let me sleep;

" With lambs or sheep I ne'er

" Could rid my head of care

;

" To feed and tend them day by day is more than I could bear."

4. " Cheer up, cheer up, daughter, and you shall get a cow !

" Oh, no, no, uo, dear mother, I cannot cheer up now

;

" To our neighbours 'tis well known

" I'm quite a woman grown,

" And they say 'tis pity one so pretty as I should live alone !"

5. " Cheer up, cheer up, daughter, and married you shall be I"

"Oh, I'll cheer up now, dear mother, for that's the news for me!'*

" You're a silly maid I vow,

" And why do you cheer up now ?"

" Because I love a young man, dear mother, more than lamb, or sheep, or cow I'

No. 27.

Of the airs that follow, it appears to me that the second is merely an instrumental

setting of the first, which as being the simpler, is probably the older form. The first T

have known from childhood ; the second I took down in 1853, from the whistling of

Joseph Martin, already spoken of (p. 5).

In Ireland whenever any very tragic occurrence takes place, such as a wreck,

an execution, an accidental drowning, &c. some local poet generally composes a

" Lamentation" on the event, which is printed on sheets, and sung by professional ballad

singers through towns, and at fairs and markets. I have a great many of these sheets, and

there is usually a rude engraving at top suitable to the subject—the figure of a man hanging,

a coffin, a skull and cross bones, &c. The lamentation for a criminal is commonly written

in the first person, and is supposed to be the utterance of the culprit himself immediately

before execution ; it is in fact an imaginary " last dying speech." I cannot find one of them

worthy of preservation ; but the two following stanzas, selected from difi"erent lamentations,

will serve as characteristic specimens*

" Come all you tender Christians, I hope you will draw near,

" A doleful lamentation, I mean to let you. hear;

" How a child of only ten years old did swear our lives away,

" May the Lord have mercy on our souls against the Judgment Day !

"

* A good specimen, printed in full, will be found in Charles Gavan Duffy's '' Ballad Poetry of Ireland."
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" It was a cruel murder, the truth I now must own

;

" Twas Satan strongly tempted me, as we were both alone ;

" Then with a heavy hatchet I gave Connolly a fall,

" And I cut him up in pieces, which appeared the worst of all."

They are nearly all sung to the following air—at least in the south of Ireland ; aud

of course they are composed in the same measure. 1 have repeatedly heard Lamentations

sung to this air through the streets of Dublin.

LAMENTATION AIK. pend. 27 iuches.

^ l
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No. 28.

( See Notice to No. 27.

)

NA MNA DEASA AN BHAILE-LOCHA-BIABnACn. THE PRETTY LASSES OF LOUGHREA.
* = pend. 30 inches.
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No. 29.

The two fine melodies that follow will be at once perceived to bear a strong resemblance

to each other ; but whether they are derived from a common source, or are wholly different,

I leave an open question. In expression they are very unlike; the first being slow and full

of tenderness ; the second bold an'l animated.

I noted down No. 29. " Speir-bhean " in the year 1852, from the whistling of Davy

Condon, a thatcher by trade, of Ballyorgan in the county Limerick. The name, which I

have translated, " Bright Lady, " is compounded of speir, the sky, and bean, a woman, and

signifies literally " Celestial-woman."

SPEIR-BHEAN. (pron. Spairvau). THE BRIGHT LADY. : pend. 31 inches.
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No. 30.

I took down this tune in 1854, from the singing of my grandmother, who was then

upwards of ninety years of age; and she informed me that she learned it in her childhood.

There was an Irish song to it which she once knew, but had then quite forgotten. From

the character and structure and bold expression of the air, I think ii likely that it was uscl

as a march tune. The name also, which commemorates an unhappy phase in the history of

our country, would seem to afford some confirmation of this opinion. " Shanavest " signifies

an old vest, and " Caravat," a cravat ; and they are well known in the south and south-cast

of Ireland, as the names of two hostile factions, who fought against each other at fairs, markets,

and meetings of all kinds, in the last century. We have had also such faction designations

as " Black- feet " and " White-feet," " Three years old " and " Four years old," &c. When

I was a boy I ofien witnessed a furious fight with sticks and stones, between " Three years
"

and " Four years," at the fairs of Ardpatrick and Kildorrery ; and I regret to add that

these factions and their quarrels are not yet quite extinct in my native county. But if we

owe the beautiful melody that follows to faction fighting, it is a consolation to reflect that

the practice has not passed away without leaving behind it some compensation for the

injury it inflicted on the country.

THE SHANAVEST AND CARAVAT. A Faction Tune J = pend. 14 inches.
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No. 31.

The term " Single Jig " will be found explained in the Preface. This spirited tune

has remained iu my memory since I was a child; and I could hardly help learning it, for it

was a general favourite with fiddlers, pipers, and dancers.
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No. S2.

Learned from my father. I beard it also in 1S53 among the miners at the head of

Glenmalure in the county Wicklovv, where I found it was well known, and a favourite

dancing tune.

BEALLTAINE. {^roB. BeV.wa) MAY DAY. ii.iiv;iiB. '= peiid, 15 in(''iiL'<!.
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No. 33.

Taken down in 18,")3 from the whistling of Joseph Martin a native of the

county Liiueiick.

SLAtf AOUS BEANNACHT LE BVATlilDIIIBH A' TSAOGIIATL

FAREWELL TO THE TROUBLES OF THE WOULD.
J.
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No. 34.

I noted down this fine air in the year 1852 from the whistling of a native of

Crossmolina in the county Mayo ; and its origin may with great probability be assigned to

that very musical county. It will be observed that it has the peculiarity noticed in con-

nexion with No. 15, namely, that it is in the minor mode, but terminates on the relative

mijor.

A-iTOREEN MACHREE. O TREASURE OF MY HEART.

-1^
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No. 35.

To this air, which I learned long ago from my father, there was a song beginning

with the words " How do you like her for your wife ?" but it is not worth printing. I give

instead, a song of my brother's, composed expressly to suit the air.*

* From " Ballads of Irish Chivalry," by Robert Dwyer Joyce, M.D., M.R.I.A. Dublin, James Dufiy

;

Boston, Patrick Douahoe.
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now DO YOU LIKE HEE FOR YOUR WIFE?

37

= peD(l 14 inches.
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Con nell!

^m
"̂ Ne'er to Mabel prove untrue, Roving Brian O'Connell,

*' For 0, she'd die for love of you, Koving Brian O'Connell."

" O, my wild heart never knew

" A love so warm and constant too,"

Said the Rapparee trooper, Roving Brian O'Connell

!

1» 3n ^F H* V V *P

" How will you your young bride keep, Roving Brian O'Connell ?

" The foeman's bands are ne'er asleep. Roving Brian O'Connell."

" In our hold by Counal's steep,

" Who dare make my Mabel weep ?"

Said the Rapparee trooper. Roving Brian O'Connell.

*' This day in ruined church you stand. Roving Brian O'Connell,

" To take your young bride's priceless hand. Roving Brian O'Connell;

" 0, my heart, my arm, and brand,

" Are for her and our dear land,"

Said the Rapparee trooper. Roving Brian O'Connell.
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No. 36.

I noted tliis fine tune in 18.')1, from the singing of John Dinjiu, of (ilenanair, in the

county Limerick. I also took down the Irish song, every verse of which ended with the

iiiiinc of the air as clioms.

FACHAIM A'j's A' CRUISCl's AS lUODH "-fi LAV. WELL TAKE AGAIN A

CRUISKEEN, A CKUISKEEN LAUN. J = pend. U\ni-hc%.
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No. 37.

This Tune belongs to the class of " Set dances," (see Pn/ace). It was a great

fiiv()\u-ite twenty or thirty years ago in some of the Munster counties; and T learned it

iVoui hearing it constantly played by pipers and fiddlers.

THE JOB OF JOURNEYWORK. A Pet dance.
I

= pend. 15 inches.
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No. 38.

This plaintive air is well known all over the south of Ireland ; and the song,

" Drahareen-0-Machree," which has given it a name, is heard everywhere among the people.

I have known both air and words since my childhood; and the words are still printed on

broadsheets. Here is the first stanza :—

•

"\ am a young fellow that always loved rural sport;

" The fairs and the patrons cf Erin I used to resort

;

" The true sons of Bacchus were always my conipaiiie,

" Until I was deprived of niy Drahareen-0-.\Iachree \"
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There was an older song to this air, called " Jemmy, Mo-vecla-sthore " (Jemmy, my

thousand treasures), of which I give one verse with the music.

DBAHABEEN-0-MACHBEE. LITTLE BROTHER OF MY HEART.

Moderate time.
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No. 39.

The song which has given name to this air—beginning " The very first day I left

Carrick," is still printed on sheets, and sung by ballad-singers in the southern counties.
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No. 41.

I noted this fine characteristic old melody, in the summer of 1853, from the singing of

Alice Kenny, an old woman living in the parish of Glenroe, in the county Limerick. I

also wrote down the words of the Irish song, which is one of those Jacobite allegorical com-

positions, that were so common in Ireland in the early part of the last century ; but I

afterwards found several copies of it in the Library of the Royal Irish Academy : and it has

been published by Mr. John 0'Daly,in his " Poets and Poetry of Munster," (Second Series

page 7,) with a metrical translation by " Erionnach." The air however, is now published

for the first time.

I cannot forbear recalling the circumstances under which I obtained this air. I had

often heard of old Alice Kenny, who was at this time about 70 years of age, as a noted

singer in her time ; and I set out one day to visit her. When I arrived at her house, her

grandchildren told me, she was up somewhere on the neighbouring hill; so I and my companion

set out in search of her ; and we found her on the very top, pulling heath to cook her supper.

We sat down by a turf-rick, and there for two hours, she delighted me and delighted herself,

with her inexhaustible store of Irish airs and songs of all kinds,—love songs, keens, lullabies,

execution songs, &c. I took down several, and left her, determined to renew my visit at

the first opportunity. But no opportunity came ; and I have never seen poor old Alice

from that day to this.

AN CEO DRAOIGHEACnTA. THE MAGIC MIST. J = pend. 18 inches.
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No. 41.

Learned from my father.

THE BAG OF MEAL. Jio. J • = pend. 10 inches.
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No. 42.

I noted this tune from the singing of Joseph Martin (see page 5) j but it is well known

ill Munsterj and the song, of which I give the second verse with the music, still continues

to be printed on broadsides.

THE SHAMROCK SHORE.

Moderate time.

pend. 21 inches.
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No. 43.

I Itarned this air in my childhood ; I remember also a few lioes of the song, but they

are quite unworthy of preservation.

THE WEE WEE BAG OF PRATIES.
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No. 44.

I cannot tell wheo I Icaraed this air j I have known both tune and word* longer than

my memory can reach back.

THERE WAS A BOLD BE6GARMAN. ^ = pcnJ. 10 incbes.^
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No. 45.

The Irish song to this air is a kind of mock lament uttered by the person from whom

the little bag was stolen. He begins with the words " Ullulu mo mhailin, mo mbailin, do

goideadh uaim," "Alas, my little bag, my little bag that was stolen from me !
" A second

p erson asks, " What was in your little bag, your little bag that was stolen from you ? " and

t his gives the victim an opportunity of detailing all the precious contents of the little bag

—

a most whimsical enumeration :— a lot of fine clothes — meal and flour— two or three

potatoes— honey, wax, and cheese— butter and apples— a flitch of bacon — Paddy's

stockings, Shaneen's brogues, &c &c.

In the whole range of Irish airs, there is scarcely one more universally known in Munster

than this. It bears a resemblance to " Fag-a-ballagh," the air of Moore's song "To ladies'

eyes a round, boys ; " but it is undoubtedly a distinct melody.

ULLULU MO MHAILIH. ALAS, MY LITTLE BAG! = pend. 21 inches.
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No, 46.

I noted down this fine air in 1853, from the singing of Michael Dinneen, of Coolfree,

county Limerick. The burden " Ben-erinn i ," is common to several love songs. The

best I have seen is one written by a poet of the last century, William Heffernan, or Blind

William, as he is more usually called, a native of Shronell in Tipperary. It was published

by Edward Walsh, with a metrical translation, in his " Irish Popular Songs." I give the

last stanza of his translation with the air.

BE N.BIRIWy I. (pron. Bain-airing-ee), WHOE'ER SHE BE.

With expression.

% ^^ a
^ = pend, 22 iuclies.

^? i=^^5^=^-^=^=^^
But O ! one noon I clomb a bill. To sigh a - lime, to

4_ J_i
g^rrrr i i

_^_^
-F- izi:

i
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iP^-f-

\^ ^1

weep my till ; And there HeavVs mcr - cy

J J

sent to me, My

J Jm^ --f=^ :P=& ?^
-^

i i ^ ^=^5S m
e - rinn - i, Ben

^F?^
trea - sure rare, Ben

-J J

* :

e - rmn - i.

^fe=^ 32

No. 47.

I took down this fine tune in 1852, from Lewis O'Brien of Coolfree in the county

Limerick ; who stated that More was the guardian fairy of Cloyne in Cork. Vfe read in

Irish History of several remarkable women named Mor (pron. More). The most celebrated

ef all was Mor Mumhau, the daughter of Aedh Bennaiu (Hugh Bannan, king of west
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Munster— died a.d. 61'!), about whom there is a curious story in the book of Leinster;

in which it is related that she was carried off by the i'airies in her youth ; and that ultimately

she became the wife of Cathal Mac Finguine, king of Cashel. Afterwards her sister was

similarly abducted ; and was discovered by Mor—who knew her by her singing,—somewhere

in the district where Cloyne is situated.

Mor Mumhan (or i\I6r of Munster) is celebrated in legend among the peasantry to this

day, for her beauty and her adventures ; and perhaps it may not be rash to conjecture that

she was the same as Mor of Cloyne, who gave name to this air.

MOIi CHLUA^A. MOKE OF CLOYNE.

With Spirit.

pend. 11 inches.

PPW i J:s :^ ^^r ^-Gh-

^~t -^ 's^.
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THE TOP OF CORK ROAD. jig.

No. 48.

= pend. 10 inches.
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No. 49.

Learned from my father. The song which begins, " Of all the men that's breathing a

rover is my delight," describes the rambles of a man who travelled through all the principal

towns of Ireland, and worked at a dififerent trade in every town—" Changing his occupation

iu ev'ry place that's new." It does not possess sufficient merit to warrant me in printing

it ; but I give one verse with the music.

ROVING JACK OF ALL TRADES. 5= pend 12 inches.

^^ «:
?

ii ^ ^- -Jv^^—a^
=tE:

Andante. In Lisburn he's a wea - ver, A glazier in Lur-gan town ; In

^ J -J- -^
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Armagh he's a join-er, A smith in Portadown. In Dun-garvan he's a fisherman, And
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often ploughs the brine. In Youghal a wool-comber. And makes his wo ol to sh
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No. 50.

We have in Ireland several hunting songs, each describing the events of some particular

chase ; such as "' The Kilruddcry hunt/' and the " County Limerick Buck-Hunt," both

published by Crofton Croker, in his Popular Songs of Ireland ; and I have copies of others.

The song of " Reynard the Fox " has long been a favourite ; and to the present day continues

to be printed as a street ballad. The old people of the Midland counties still retain some

traditions of this great hunt, which, according to my version of the song, took place in 1793.

I learned the air and words from my father ; but the version now commonly printed on

sheets is a little different, for both date and names are altered to suit a later time. All the

versions that I have seen or heard agree in the line " Arklow and Wicklow along the sea

shore," which appears absurd, as these two places lie far out of the line of the chase. It is

probably a corruption. The fox making his will is a piece of drollery which has its parallel

elsewhere; for they have in England "The hunting of the hare, with her last will and

testament." (Chappell, Popular Music of the Olden Time; p. 321).

EEYNARD THE FOX. A Hdntins Sonq.

With spirit.

J = pend. 13 inches.

3 a ^ ?-•—«Tf #T
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The firstday of spring in the year ninetythree,The first recreation was in this counteriejThe
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King's county gentlemen o'er hills, dales & rocks.They rode out so jovially in search ofa fox.
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Tally-ho hark-away, Tally-ho hark-away. Tally-ho hark-away. My boys, away, hark-away I

-'0-0- iE^^ -r- -t-
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When Reynard was started he faced Tullamore,

Arklow and Wicklow along the sea-shore
;

We kept his brush in view ev'ry yard of the way,

And he straight took his course through the street of Roscrea ! Tally-h6, &c.

But Reynard, sly Reynard, lay hid there that night,

And they swore they would Avatch him until the day-light

;

Early next morning the woods they did resound

With the echo of horns and the sweet cry of hounds. Tally-ho, &c.

When Reynard was started he faced to the hollow.

Where none but the hounds and footmen could follow;

The gentlemen cried " Watch him, watch him, what shall we do ?

" If the rocks do not stop him he will cross Killaloe
! " Tally-ho, &c.

When Reynard was taken, his wishes to fulfil,

He called for ink and paper, and pen to write his will

;

And what he made mention of, they found it no blank,

For he gave them a cheque on the national bank. Tally-ho, &c.

" To you, Mr. Casey, I give my whole estate

;

"And to you, young O'Brien, my money and my plate;

"And I give to you. Sir Francis, my whip, spurs and cap,

" For you crossed walls and ditches and ne'er looked for a gap !
" Tally-ho, &c.

No. 51.

I noted down this reel from Ned Goggin, who has been the professional fiddle-player

of Glenosheen in the county Limerick, from the time of my childhood to the present day.

REEL — pend. 12 inches.
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No. 52.

Dr. Petrie has given, in his "Ancient Music of Ireland," a setting of this tune, obtained

from the county Kilkenny, with the name of " Ree Raw." The tune is well known in

Cork and Limerick, and I learned it when a boy from fiddlers and pipers, who used to play

it as a " set dance." T remember seeing a man dance it one time on a table. As the

Munster version differs very considerably from that published by Dr. Petrie, I have thought

it better to give it. It is worthy of remark, that the Munster name of this tune (Kimel-a-

vauleen, as it is pronounced) is used, like " Ree Raw," to signify confusion or uproarious

merriment.

CUMAIL A' MHAILIN. RUB THE BAG. A Set dance. J _
= pend. 10 inches.SfJS^^gJ Sim^^

Jig time.
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No. 53.

Taken down from the wliistlinj; of James Quain and of Michael Dinneen, both of

Coolfree, (see pp. 3 and 23). This was the marching tune of the family of the O'Donovans,

who were anciently the chiefs of the territory of Hy Fidhgheinte, a district lying west of the

river Maigue in the county Limerick.

FEAD AN lOLAIR. THE EAGLE'S WHISTLE. ^' = i^euJ. 13 indies.
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No. 54.

I learned this beautiful and characteristic melody from my father. Of the Irish song

I retain only a few fragments, which are not worth preserving. Perhaps the reader will be

better pleased if I give instead a song of my brother's, composed to suit the air.*

AN CIARRAWnEACUT MALLUIQHTHE. THE WICKED KERRYMAN.
J = pend. 15 inchps.

^ J I J J J-
Moderate time.

±^ ^3=^
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E-ve-leen, I would be loving and
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Far in the mountains with you, my
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true, my
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E - ve - leen ; Then climb the mountains with me
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bright rip - pies flash and qui - ver wide,

1

There the fleet hours shall
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1 1

* From " Ballads of Irish Chivalry," by Robert D. Joyce, M.D., M.R LA.
Dublin, James Duffy : Boston, Patrick Donahoe.
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i w^ 32
"T3 M^
bliss ful

~CJ

@5

ev - er glide O'er

^-

us, Sweet Gra-gal Ma - chree !

K^-t7—h^

There on my rocky throne, my Eveleen,

Ever, ever alone, my Eveleen,

I sit dreaming of thee;

High on the fern-clad rocks reclining there.

Though the wild birds their songs are twining fair,

Thee I hear, and I see thy shining hair,

Still, still, sweet Gragal Machree !

^F •!* "I* ^5 ^P ^p

Deeply in broad Kilmore, my Eveleen,

Down by the wild stream's shore, my Eveleen,

I've made a sweet home for thee

;

Yellow and bright, like thy long, long flowing hair.

Flowers the fairest, are ever blowing there.

Fairer still, with thy clear eyes glowing there,

Fondly, sweet Gragal Machree !

Then come away, away, my Eveleen;

We will spend each day, my Eveleen,

Blissful and loving and free

:

Come to the woods where the streams are pouring blue,

Which the eagle is ever soaring through
;

I'll grow fonder each day adoring you.

There, there, sweet Gragal Machree !

No. 55.

The song to this air is common I believe to England, Ireland and Scotland. It

has been long known in the south of Ireland, and is still printed as a street ballad. The

Enghsh version originated with Tom D'Urfey, a well known song writer, who died in

the beginning of the last century. The old version of the Irish song differs a good deal

from it; and it may be questioned which is the original. Both are however low in point of

literary merit as well as of morality ; and they are not worth disputing about. The air to
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which the song is sung in England is also claimed by Scotland; and it is published both in

Chappell's " Popular Music of the Olden Time," and in Wood's " Songs of Scotland."

But the Irish air, which I think very graceful and beautiful, is entirely different ; so that we

may claim undisputed possession of it. I give it here as I learned it long ago, with one

verse of the song. In the last line I have thought it better to substitute the words in italics

for those in the original.

COLD AND ROUGH THE NORTH WIND BLOWS. = pend. 15 inches.

^J
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1^ ^.
Cold and rough the northwind blows, Black in the morning ear - ly. When
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all the fields were cover'd with snow. And win |ter came in se - ver
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As I was rid - ing out one day, I met a farmer's daughter, With
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cher - ry cheeks, and smiles most sweet. By sweet Glen - gar - riff's wa - ter.
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No. 56.

This jig is universally known in Munster. In some places it is called " O, chailleach,

do mharbhais me !

"—" 0, hag, you have killed me !"

AN TIOCFADS TU A BHAILE LIOM) WILL YOU COME HOME WITH ME P

J ^
= pend. 10 inches,
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Jig time.
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No. 57.

This spirited air takes its name from the chorus of an Irish drinking song, which I

have written phonetically with the music. It may be translated, (First toper.)" It is day, it

is day, it is day—in the early morning !
" (Second toper,)" Arrah, not at all, my dear friend,
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it is only the light of the moon, shining on high !
" There is an English song to the same

air (of which I have a full copy on a broad sheet), called " The lamentation of Patrick Keane

the tailor," which is full of coarse, broad humour. Here is one half stanza :

—

I am a tailor by my trade, in cutting out I am quite handy.

And all I earu ev'ry day, my wife lays out in tea and brandy.

THATJNALATV. IT IS DAY.

gEEi3Sij3: -^-0- S^ ^ = pend. 15 inches.

f M+- lET
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Thau - na - law, thau-na- law, thau-na-law, agus na woddin !'

V
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No. 58.

Noted down in 1852, from James Buckley, a Limerick piper.

KING CHARLES'S JIG. A Set dance. ^ • = penJ. 10 inches.

i m p̂^
3 g±^=; ^-±Mi

J'uj time.
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No. 59.

Though the custom of employing professional mourners to lament the dead has dis-

appeared from the country ; yet in many parts of Ireland the people still join in the cry of

sorrow over departed friends ; and those among them who possess natural musical abilities,

usually modulate their voices to a kind of startiingly wild and pathetic melody.

There are usually in a neighbourhood, two or three women, who are skilled beyond

others in keening, and who make a practice of attending at wakes and funerals. These often

pour forth over the dead person, a lament in Irish—partly extempore, partly prepared

—

delivered in a kind of plaintive recitative ; and at the conclusion of each verse, they lead a

choral cry, in which the others who are present join, repeating throughout, " Och-ochone ! " or

some such words.

The following melody, which I learned long long ago, by repeatedly hearing it, may be

considered a very characteristic specimen of these musical burdens. The notes marked with

pauses, may be sustained to any length according to the power of voice, or inclination of the
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singer : I have placed numbers over the pauses, to denote the usual length, in quavers, of the

prolonged sound. With respect to the concluding note, it is to be observed, that the pea-

santry, when singing or whistling keens, lullabies, or plough tunes, often terminate with a

quick and sudden turn upwards from the tonic to the second, fifth or octave.

CAOINB. A KEEN OR LAMENT.

Slow.

4

5 = pend 30 incties.

2 ^-

*£ S
Och-och - one,
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Och - och - och - one.
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No. 60.

For this air I am indebted to Mr. Charles Morris, of Enniskillen Model School, who
heard it sung, and noted it down, in the neighbourhood of that town. I was so impressed

with its graceful and playful beauty, that I could not resist the temptation of writing a song

to it
; and I have tried to make the sentiment of the song correspond with that of the air.

NELLY. MY LOVE, AND ME.
J _

= pend. 17 inches.

Playful, but not too fast
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1. There's a beech tree grove by the riv - er side. Sweet scented with new mown
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^\r^-n^-
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hay ; And two young people that I know well, Come and meet there ev' - ry
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day. They're the happiest couple that ever were born, As you may plain - ly

J^^^^^^^^^m̂̂ ^

I
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see; And if ever you wish to know their names/Tis Nelly, my love, and me.

S ^^ns®2̂fe^^

2. There's a sweet little cottage hard by the grove.

As white as the driven snow
j

And round the windows and up the wall.

Sweet pea and roses grow;

'Tis neat and cozy within and without.

As you may plainly see;

And that pretty cottage my father built

For Nelly, my love, and me.

3. Beside the cottage my garden blooms.

With a hedge of sweet briar all round

;

You never could think of a single flower

That in it cannot be found.

And the flowers are laughing like me for joy,

As you may plainly see;

For I planted them all with my owa two hands,

For Nelly, my love, and me.
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And I love my Nelly with all my heart.

Much better than I can tell

;

And I know by her eyes when she looks at mc,

That she loves me quite as well.

There's no one at all hke my darling Nelly,

As you may plainly see;

And we're to be married to-morrow morning

—

Nelly, my love, and me.

No. 61.

The song to this air is a sort of lament uttered by " The Croppy Boy," one of the

\Vexford insurgents of 1798, who had been taken prisoner. I have known both air and

words from childhood, and I have a copy of the latter printed on a broad sheet. One

stanza of the song will be sufficient.

THE CROPPY BOY.

Moderate time.

1^2 ^2=3t

5 = pend 17 inches.
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fall, For 1 was prisoner ta - ken by Lord Corn wall.
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No. 62.

REEL.
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No. 63.

I had learned this fine air in my childhood, with a few verses of an English song, the

burden of which I have retained as the name of the air. When, about 1852, I began to

write down from memory all the airs I had learned in early days, I recollected the first part

of this melody, but was unable to recall the second part ; for I had neither heard nor sung

the tune for very many years. One cold dark evening in November 1852, I was walking

through Clanbrassil-street in Dublin ; when I heard the air sung sweetly and correctly by a
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poor woman with a child in her arms ; and the first note or two of the second part immediately

flashed the whole thing on my memory. I give a song of my brother's composed for the

air (See page 54),

ALONG WITH MY LOVE I'LL GO. *'-= pend 24 inchps

Andante.

i i**f- Bmti s 3=F^ -c:f

My love has an eye of brightness, An arm of valour free

;

^f=^i^ w^r-ir^fe^Ed
My
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melove has a heart of light - ness, e - ver true to
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The pride of my heart unchanging. His black locks' martial flow. And a

g-- e=
JZlL ^

-^
P
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go-way to the wild wars rang - ing, A - long with my love I'll

:ttc ^
Tiie woods wear winter's sadness.

And white falls the icy shower.

There's shelter, peace, and gladness

Within my fatoer's tower;

I bore the summer's burning,

I heed not winter's snow;

And thus through joy and mourning.

Along with my love I'll go.
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O ! ne'er for once to leave him

In tented field or hall.

To smile if joy receive him,

Or die if he should fall

!

And ever thus unchanging.

Through want and toil and woe.

Away to the wild wars ranging,

Along with my love I'll go.

No. 64.

Learned from my father when I was very young. There was a violent political English

song to it, the first line of which was, " In comes great Bonaparte with forty-thousand

men.

IN COMES GREAT BONAPARTE. J = pend. 16 inches.
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No. 65.

" Data na bplandaighe'' (pron. Bottha na blandy), is understood in Munster to mean

a stick for planting cabbages. But Sir William Wilde informs me, that in Connaught

the term is applied to a long poirtted stick used in setting potatoes ; and further that there is

a tune of this name known in parts of the west, which was accompanied by an odd sort of

dance, a kind of pantomimic representation of the whole process of potato planting. I

have not heard this air, and whether it is the same as the one I give here, which I learned

from my father, I do not know.

BATA NA BPLdNDAianE. THE PLANTING STICK. Jio. pend. 10 inches.
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No. 66.

The lullaby airs, though bufficiently varied in structure, are all plaintive, and somewhat

sad in character ; and it will be observed that they resemble in expression the keens or

laments, and the plough whistles. To many of them there are songs in the Irish language

;

which have often the same class of ideas running through them :— the baby is soothed to

sleep with the promise of a golden cradle {cliabhdn oir), which is to be hung from the bough

of a tree, and rocked by the wind on a fine sunny day, under the shade of the foliage.

Dr. Petrie has published one of these in his " Ancient Music of Ireland,'' (p. 144) to a

lullaby air contributed by me. The prevailing idea is perpetuated in the well known
nursery rhyme, which has been evidently derived from the Irish words :—

Huzho-bye, baby, on the tree top

;

When the wind blows the cradle will rock ;

When the bough breaks the cradle will fall—
Here come down baby, cradle, and all

!

When there was no regular song, the air was sung with such words as " Huzho-baby,"
—" Sho-heen-sho," &c. continually repeated. I have seen children lulled to sleep hundreds

of times with such lullabies ; and the following is one of those with which I have been

familiar from my childhood.
*=pend 24 inches.SVANTRAIDRE (Soontree) LULLABY.
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Sho - ho, ba - by, Sho - ho ba - by bye;
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Sho-ho, ba - by, Sho - ho, ba - by ; Sho - ho. ba - by bye.
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No. 67.

I learned both the air and the words of this song from my father. It was very well

known in my early days among the people of the south ; and there are more verses in the

song ; but those I give are all that I can remember.

FAIR MAIDEN'S BEAUTY WILL SOON FADE AWAY.

Andante.

J " pend. 22 inches.
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My love she was born in the north coun-te-rie, Where
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hills and lof-ty mountains rise up from the sea ; She's the fair-est young maid -en that
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e'er I did see. She ex - ceeds all the maids in the north counterie.

4-Eg =P ^-^
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My love is as sweet as the cinnamon tree
j

She clings to me as close as the bark to the tree

:

But the leaves they will wither and the roots will decay,

And fair maiden's beauty will soon fade away !
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No. 68.

The song to this air is known also in Scotland ; but the Irish and the Scotch versions

differ very much in detail. The Scotch song is given in " Wood's Songs of Scotland "

(I. 85) ; and I give here the Irish words (except the few in ita'ics) as I have always heard

them sung by the people of Limei-ick : they have been worked up into a song by my brother

—see "Ballads of Irish Chivalry," By II. D. Joyce.—p. 393.

The fifth verse appears to belong to a different song ; but it is curious that in the

Scotch version there is a corresponding stanza, apparently inconsistent with the rest of the

song. So far regarding the words. The Irish air is however quite different from the Scotch
;

it is well known in Munster ; and I have been quite familiar with it all my life.

THE LOWLANDS OF HOLLAND.

Wifh Expression.

S = pend 20 inchos.
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" Holland is a pretty place, most pleasing to be seen,

" The wildfliw'rs grow very plenty there, and vines hang from the trees ;

" The wildflow'rs grow very plenty there, and vines hang from the trees,"

1 scarce had time to look about when my true-love was gone from me.

Says the mother to the daughter, "what makes you so lament ?

" Is there no man in Ireland's ground to please your discontent V
"There are men enough in Ireland, but none at all for me,

" I never loved but one young man, and he is gone from me !"

I ne'er will wear a collar around my neck and hair,

Nor fire bright, nor caudle-light shall show my beauty rare ;

And I will ne'er get married until the day I die.

Since the raging seas and stormy winds have parted my love and I.

I built my love a gallant ship, a ship of noble fame,

With four-and-twenty seamen bold to steer her across the main :

The storm then began to rise, and the seas began to spout

;

'Twas then my love and his gallant ship were sorely tossed about.

No. 69.

We have a class of Irish airs, each phrase of which consists of the unusual number of five

bars To this class belong Bunting's air " The Pretty Red Girl," (known in Munster as

" Banathee haive") ; " The red haired man's wife ;" " Drahareen-o-machree," (p. 39 of this

book); and many others. IMost of them are slow tunes ; but a few like the present are

quick. Some would perhaps reduce tunes like this to six-eight time, by doubling the

length of every fifth bar (which could be done by prolonging the crotchet to the length

of five quavers, i.e. dotted crotchet and crotchet); but to do so in the present case, would be

simply to falsify the tune. The set dance was adapted to it in the way in which I give

it here.

THE FUNNY TAILOR. A Set dance.

Piun4^q^
Jig time.
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No. 70.

Taken down in 1850 from Ned Goggin of Glenosheen, in the county Limcriclc.

ROUND THE WORLD FOR SPORT. Jio. J = pend. 10 inches.
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No. 71.

A setting of tliis air lias been given in Mr. John O'Daly's " Poets and Poetry of

Munster," (2nd ed. p. 70,) with one stanza of an Irish song. My setting, which I noted

from James Buckley, a Limerick piper, differs however, so considerably from Mr. O'Daly's,

that I think it right to print it.

AK CNUICIN FRAOIGII. THE KNOCKEEN-FREE (The Heathy little Hill). J = pend. 25 inches.
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No. 72.

An English friend assures me that he heard the words of the following song many

years ago, among the peasantry of the south of England ; and he helievea the air also to be

the one I give here. The mention of nightingales in the first verse points to an English

origin, the third verse looks very like Irish manufacture. I sent the air to Mr. Chappell,

the great master of English popular music, and he has written to me, saying that he has

some faint recollection of having heard it before ; and expressing an opinion that it ought

to be published. Both the air and the words are well known in the south of Ireland, and

I have been acquainted with them as long as I can remember. I think the air is Irish ;

but I give it here subject to any future claims from other quarters.

I'M A POOR STRA.NGER AND FAR FROM MY OWN. J = pend. 21 inches.
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mak-ing great moan. Saying " I'm a poor stranger and far from my own.
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And as I drew nigh her I made a low jee (bow ?);

I asked her for pardon for making so free;

My heart it relented to hear to her moan,

Saymg, " I'm a poor stranger, and far from my own."
* * * * * *

PlI build my love a cottage at the end of this town.

Where lords, dukes and earls shall not pull it down
;

If the boys they should ask you what makes you live alone,

You can tell them you're a stranger and far from your own.
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No. 73.

I have been all my life familiar with this lullaby ; but I have never heard it sung with

any words except " Shoheen-shn u-lo-lo shoheeu-sho as thu mo-lannav." ( Shoheen-sho

and you are my child).

SUASTRAIDIIE. (Soontree). LULLABY. J = pend. 13 inches.
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No. 74.

This is an air whose nationality it is difficult to determine. A version of it has been

priLted in Chappell's " Popular Music of the olden time," (p. 522,) under the name of

" The Willow tree," which has been long known in England ; and the Scotch setting is

given in " Wood's Songs of Scotland," (p. 84.) The air is universally known in the south

of Ireland, and I give it here as the people sing it. The Irish setting is very like the

Scotch, but differs in a few characteristic notes; the English varies considerably from both.

As it is with the air, so with the words ; the English, Scotch and Irish versions all differ

from each other in detail, but have a general resemblance sufficient to prove that they have

had a common origin. I give two verses as the people of the south of Ireland sing them ;

and I know two others, which would scarcely bear publication ; but they have the play on

the words "thyme" and "rue" the same as the English and Scotch versions.

COME AXL YOU MAIDS WHERE'ER YOU BE. J = pend. 20 inches.
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When I was a maid both fair and young, I flourished in my
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The gardener's son being standing by.

Three gifts he gave to me, me,

The pink, the rue, the violet blue.

And the red, red rosy tree, tree.

The red, red rosy tree.
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No. 75.

An indifferent setting of this fine melody, under the name of " The Maid of Castle-

craigh," was published in 1842, in " The Native Music of Ireland." I give here what

1 believe to be a much superior setting, as I have heard it sung from my earliest days

among the people of Limerick.

I have a full copy of the song—subject, a voyage to America and a narrow escape

from shipwreck, with " Captain Thompson ;" and I give the last stanza with the music.

CAPTAIN THOMPSON. J = pend. 30 inches.
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No. 76.

The words of the following Lullaby were composed by Owen Roe O'Sullivan, a

Munster poet of the last century ; and they arc still well known among the Irish-speaking

people of Cork and Limerick. They were published by Edward Walsh, with a metrical

translation, in his Irish Popular Songs. My own translation of the first verse is here given

with the music. I took down the air in 1853, from Davy Condon, already mentioned

at page 31. It has not much of the usual character of Lullaby tunes.

SUANTRAIBBE (Soontree). LULLABY. I
= pend. 22 inclies.
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No. 77.

There was a lively song to this air ; but the following frairment is all that I am

able to recall.

(N.B. The " Gorcy Caravan" was one of Bianconi's cars that used to travel to auJ

from the town of Gorey in Wexford).

"I met a pretty girl with a bundle in her hand,

" She was going to the New harbour to the Gorey caravan."

THE GOREY CARAVAN.
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No. 78.

The English and Scotch have each a ballad named Barbara Allen ; and the words of

the two ballads, though differing considerably, are only varieties of the same original.

Goldsmith, in his second essay, after speaking of the pleasant retirement of his early life,

says :
—

" The Music of the finest singer is dissonance to what I felt when our old dairy-maid

sung me into tears with Johnny Armstrong's last good night, or the cruelty of Barbara

Allen." These words would lead to the belief that a version of Barbara Allen was current

in the midland counties of Ireland, in the time of Goldsmith's childhood ; and this belief

receives some confirmation from the fact that I have heard the ballad among the peasantry of

Limerick. In the year 1847 a young girl named Ellen Ray, of Glenroe, in the county

of Limerick, sang it for me, with such power and feeling, that the air became at once stereo-

typed on my memory. I did not take a copy of the words, which I now regret very much ;

but I remember two lines, which vary from the corresponding lines in the English and

Scotch versions ;

—

"And every toll that the death-bell gave

Was " I died for you Barbary Ellen."

The air to which the ballad is sung in England is quite different from that which they

have in Scotland: the Irish air differs from both, and may I thmk, compare favourably

with either.

BARBARA ALLEN, J = pend. 23 inches.
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No. 79.

1 learned this air in my boyhood ; and I heard a song to it bpginnin? with the line

" Young Roger was a ploughboy both buxom and gay ;" but it is no^. fit for publication. I

give a song of my brother's (see page 54), composed for the air. (N.B. I have slightly

altered a few of the lines, the better to suit the song to the proper setting of the air. I

have done this on my owa responsibility, as there was no time to communicate with the

author across the Atlantic.)

Air:—YOUNG ROGER WAS A PLOUGHBOY.

If'ith animnlion.

pend. 16 inches.
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oh! for fields light - ed
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by sweet au - turan's ray, When
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new mown hay.

^
fond vows are plight - ed 'mid the

2. When ere the next sweet morning young Johnny had fled,

With envy filled and scorning, the village maidens said,

—

Oh, they spoke of Bessie Gray,

And they said she'd rue the day,

When she heard the sweet romances 'mid the new-mown hay.

Chorus—Then Oh ! for fields lighted, &c.

3. Young Johnny's happy dwelling lay fast by the Lee

;

And in manly parts excelling, but few like him you'd see;

And so thought Bessie Gray,

On that sunny autumn day.

When she heard the sweet romances 'mid the new-mown hay. Chorus.

4. Young Johnny could remember his vows and his flame

;

He came in December, and all knew his name;

And there was a wedding gay

And the bride was Bessie Gray

And all from these romances 'mid the new-mown hay. Chorus.
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No. 80.

Noted down from the whistling of Philip Gleeson, of Coolfree, in the county of Liineiick.

J. = pend. 10 inches.THE FIELD OF HAY. jig
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No. 81.

I am not aware that the following tune has been published in any musical collection ;

but it is printed in the " Ordnance Memoir of Londonderry," where however, it is practically

inaccessible to the general public, as that book is very scarce. It has long been appropriated

as the marching tune at the yearly celebration of the shutting and opening of the gates of

Derry
; and its use has with great probability descended from the period of the siege itself.
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It is a very fine old Irish melody, bearing all the marks of an antiquity far beyond that of

the siege. It is well known in some parts of Ulster, but scarcely known at all in the other

provinces ; and this fact, together with its historic interest, will I hope be considered a

sufficient justification for publishing, in this one instance, a tune that has been printed

already.

NO SURRENDER. J.=pend. 12 inches.
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No. 82.

Noted down in 1853. from James Buckley, a Limerick piper already frequently

mentioned.

TEA IN THE MORNING. Uop Jia. ^ • = pend. 7 inches.
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No. 83.

X

Taken down in 1854, from the whistling of Joseph Martin, whom I have already

frequently mentioned in connexion with other tunes.

IT IS TO FAIR ENGLAND I'M WILLING TO GO.
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No. 84.

I took down this air and the song in connexion with it, from Peggy Cudmore (see page

16), a little girl gifted with extraordinary natural musical talent, from whom I also got

several other tunes. The song is still well known in Munster ; but in its current form its

language is very feeble, as well as defective in rhythmical correctness. It is however so full

of genuine fun and good humour, that I thought it a pity not to preserve it. Accordingly

rv
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I have clipped, patched, added, and amended—dressed it up in a new suit ; so that I fear

old acquaintances will hardly recognise it. But the original spirit is faithfully preserved.

(N.B. Sprissaun means an insignificant fellow, quite beneath notice.)

THE GAME PLAYED IN ERIN-GO-BRAGH. pend. 20 inches.

m
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In Lon - don one day as I walk'd up the street, An
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im - pu-dent fel - low I happen'd to meet ; lie look'd in my face and he
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" I know you're a Paddy by the blink of your eye,

" Your crimes and misconduct have forced you to fly

;

" You left your own country for breaking the law,

" And escaped from the gallows in Erin-go-bragh !"

The blackthorn stick that I held in my fist.

Around his big body I gave it a twist;

I silenced his tongue with a whack on the jaw.

And I showed him the game played in Erin-go-bragh.

They all gathered round me like a flock of wild geese

-

" Is this Irish Paddy disturbing the peace ?

" We'll march him to prison for breaking the law,

" This quarrelsome villain from Erin-go-bragh."
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" To the I pitch ye, ye set of Sprissauns,

" For here comes Jack Murphy from Ballyknockaun,

*' With my mother's first cousin, Mick Ryan from Dunlaw,

" And big Paddy Kelly from Erin-go-bragh \"

Oh, the scrimmage we had—'twould delight you to see

!

Mavrone, how we shook our shillelaha with glee !

We leathered them well, and we laughed at their law.

And we showed them the game played in Erin-go-bragh !

No. 87.

THE BLOOMING MEADOWS. Jia. = pend. 10 inches.
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No. 86.

This tune is well known, and extremely popular in the counties of Dublin, Wicklow,

Wexford, and Carlow ; and I think not without good reason, for it appears to me to be a

surpassingly beautiful melody, and most characteristically Irish. I have often heard it sung

and played by itinerant musicians, in the streets of Dublin. Ballymanus is in the county

Wicklow. I have a different setting of the air, which I took down many years ago from

Joseph Martin (see page 5), and which he knew by the name of " The Banks of sweet

Loughrea ;" but it is in every respect inierior to the Leinster setting given here.

BILLY BYRNE OF BALLYMANUS. J = pend. 20 inches.
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No. 87.

Taken down in 1853, from James Buckley (see p. 11).

THE LITTLE HORSE TIED AT A PUBLIC HOUSE. J • = pend. 26 inches.
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No. 88.

The following fine melody is a good illustration of the remark already made

regarding the resemblance that often exists between lullubies and keens or laments ; for if

the reader had not been told beforehand that this is a lullaby, he would perhaps find it

difficult to determine to which of the two classes it belongs. I noted it down from the

singing of Davy Condon, already mentioned in connexion with No. 29. The last or tonic

note was prolonged ad libitum with the words " Huzh-o, huzh-o/' continually repeated.

SUABTRAIDHE. (Soontree). LULLABY. J = pend. 20 inches.
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No. 89.

I leamecl this spirited air in early days from my father ; and I know the greater part

of an English song to it ; but it is not fit for publication. The song I give is one of my
brother's (see p. 54).

.4jr.—THERE WAS AN OLD ASTROLOGER.

With animation.

J = pend. 22 inches.
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When winter hoar comes freezing o'er the mountains wild and gray,

Her neck is white as snow-wreaths bright, upon thy crags Knockea;

Her hps are red as roses sweet on Darra's flow'ry lawn :

Her fairy feet are light and fleet, my gentle Margred Bawn

;

And 0, her steps I love to meet, my own dear Margred Bawn

!

When silence creeps o'er Houra's steeps, as blue eve ends her reign.

Her long locks' fold is like the gold that gleams o'er sky and main.

My heart's fond sorrow fled away like night before the dawn,

When one spring day, I went astray, and met my Margred Bawn,

And felt her blue eyes' sparkling ray, my lovely Margred Bawn.

One summer noon to hear the tune of wild birds in the wood.

Where murmuring streams flashed back the beams, all rapt in bliss I stood

;

The birds sang from the fairy moat, from greenwood, brake, and lawn;

But never throat could chant a note so sweet as Margred Bawn,

As through the vales her wild songs float, my lovely Margred Bawn.

0, would that we for love could flee to some far valley green.

Where never more by rock or shore, dark sorrow could be seen.

I know a valley, wildly fair, from strife far, far withdrawn

;

And ever there the loving air of gentle Margred Bawn,

Would keep this fond heart free from care, my lovely Margred Bawn.

B3^3><^SS^

No. 90.

I took down this beautiful air in Dublin, in the year 1854, from the singing of a

servant named Mary Hackett, a native of the county Limerick.

PRETTY PEGGY,

Slowly and with expression.
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No. 91.

THE BOYS OF THE TOWN. Jio. ^ . = pend. 10 inches.
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No. 92.

This tune, which I think a veiy fine one, I noted down in Dublin, from the singing

of a servant named Jane Murphy, a native of Laytown near Drogheda.

I=pend. 23 inches.BESSIE.
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No. 93.

I have known the air and the words of this song as long as I can remember. The

song contains six verses, one or two of which are good, but the rest are very poor.

Instead of the old song, I give the following one of my own, founded on it. The first

verse is the ^ame as it stands in the original, and the third is very little changed.
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\
ADIEU LOVELY MARY.

Andantino.

=pend. 20 inches.
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*' To the burning East Indies, I'll go love, along with you,

" Your bride I shall be, and no danger I'll fear

;

" I'll dress myself up in the dress of a sailor

;

" And I'll go with my love till the spring of the year.'*
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3. "Your delicate fingers cold cables can't handle,

" Your small pretty feet to the mast can't go near ;

"And your delicate body cold winds can't endure:

"Be advised, love, and stay till the spring of the year."

4- " I care not for tempests while you, love, are by me

;

" I'll be safe on the billows if you, love, are near

;

" I fear not the cold nor the wild raging ocean

;

"And, sweetheart, we'll return in the spring of the year."

5. "0 cease, lovely Mary, I'm not going to leave you;

"I'll not leave you, dear Mary, in anguish and fear;

" I have gold in my coffers, I've herds and broad pastures

;

" And my bride you shall be in the spring of the year."

No. 94.

From James Buckley, a Limerick piper.
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No. 95.

BILLY THE BARBER SHAVED HIS FATHER. J ^
— pend. 12 inches.
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No. 96.

There are few tunes better known all over Munster than this ; and a number of songs

are sung to it, of which I know portions of at least half-a-dozen. The following stanza of

one will be sufficient to shew the measure and rhythm of all.

By the Blackwater side, not far from Castle-Hyde, there dwells a most beautiful creature

;

She's slender tall and straight, and in beauty quite complete, and charming in every feature,

I met her the other day as I roved along the way, and I asked where my darling was going

;

She said she meant to go as far as Templeuoe, and I begged to accompany my storeen.

DOBBIN'S FLOWERY VALE. — pend. 21 inches.
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No. 97.

I learned this fine old melody from my father : there is an Irish song to it, which is

still current among the people of Cork and Limerick ; but up to the time of sending this

sheet to press I have not been able to procure a copy of it. This air must not be con-

founded with another very difi"erent melody, " Oonagh," to which Moore has written his

song " While gazing on the moon's light." The two names are however the same, though

spelled differently.
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No. 98.

I took this sportive pretty air in 1853, from Joseph Martin, (see page 5); but I

have since heard it sung in Dublin by Jane Murphy (p. 94), to a song of which this

is the only part 1 can remember :

—

" 0, my darling girl I'll soon come back and surely marry you !"

As I cannot produce the old song, perhaps the following jeu d'esprit of my own
will answer as well. As to the subject :—it may be necessary to state, for the in-

formation of those who are not acquainted with Irish fairies, that the leprehaun is a very

tricky little fellow, usually dressed in a green coat, red cap and knee-breeches, and silver

shoe-buckles, whom you may sometimes see in the shades of evening, or by moonlight,

under a bush ; and he is generally making or mending a shoe : moreover, like almost

all fairies, he would give the world for pottheen. If you catch him and hold him,

he will, after a little threatening, shew you where treasure is hid, or give you a purse

in which you will always find money. But if you once take your eyes oflp him, he is

gone in an instant; and he is very ingenious in devising tricks to induce you to look

round.

It is very hard to catch a leprehaun, and still harder to hold him. I never

heard of any man, who succeeded in getting treasure from him, except one, a lucky

young fellow named MacCarthy, who according to the peasantry, built the castle of

Carrigadrohid near Macroom in Cork, with the money.

Every Irishman understands well the terms cruiskeen and mountain dew, some

indeed a little too well : but for the benefit of the rest of the world, I think it better to state

that a cruiskeen is a small jar, and that mountain dew is pottheen or illicit whiskey.

THE LEPREHAUN. J . = pend. 17 inches.
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With tip-toe step and beating heart,

Quite softly I drew nigh

:

There was mischief in his merry face ;

—

A twinkle in his eye.

He hammered and sang with tiny voice.

And drank his mountain dew

;

And I laughed to think he was caught at last

;

But the fairy was laughing too

!

As quick as thought I seized the elf;

" Your fairy purse !" I cried

;

" The purse \" he said—" 'tis in her hand

—

"That lady at your side!"

I turned to look : the elf was off

!

Then what was I to do ?

O, I laughed to think what a fool I'd been;

And the fairy was laughing too

!
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No. 99.

Taken down from Lewis O'Brien, already spoken of at page 24.

MO OHRADH BAN A'M THREIOAN. MY FAIR LOVE LEAVING ME. ,' = pend. 30 inches.
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No. 100.

I took down this very characteristic air and one verse of the song, from Peggy Cudmore,

already mentioned (page 16). In the month of September of the present year, I got two

complete manuscript copies of the song ; one from Kerry, and the other from Mayo ; for it

is well known in both the south and the west. It is obvious that the ballad relates a real

event—the accidental drowning of poor youug Willy Leonard. There are many places in

Ireland called Coolfin; but in which of them " The Lake of Coolfin " is situated I cannot

teU.

The ballad, as I received it (and the two versions do not differ materially), is a singular

mixture of vigour and imbecility ; in some parts vivid and true to nature ; in others, vulgar,

feeble and prosy. I have curtailed the tedious matter of fact narrative at the end, and re-

trenched other parts also ; added something of my own ; changed many of the lines ; and

restored the rhythm where it was necessary. But I have retained as much of the old ballad

as possible.

THE LAKE OF COOLFIN ; or WILLY LEONARD,

Andante.

J = pend. 24 inches.
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To the Lake of Coolfin the companions soon came.

And the first man they met was the keeper of game :

—

" Turn back Willy Leonard, return back again

;

" There is deep and false water in the Lake of Coolfin !
"

Young Willy plunged in, and he swam the lake round;

He swam to an island
—

'twas soft marshy ground

:

" 0, comrade, dear comrade, do not venture in

;

" There is deep and false water in the Lake of Coolfin 1

"

' Twas early that morning his sister arose

;

And up to her mother's bed-chamber she goes : —
" 0, I dreamed a sad dream about Willy last night

;

" He was dressed in a shroud—in a shroud of snow-white !

"

'Twas early that morning his mother came there;

She was wringing her hands—she was tearing her hair.

0, woful the hour your dear Willy plunged in :

—

There is deep and false water in the Lake of Coolfin

!

And I saw a fair maid, standing fast by the shore;

Her face it was pale—she was weeping full sore;

In deep anguish she gazed where young Willy plunged in :

—

Ah ! there's deep and false water in the Lake of Coolfin !
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ST. PATRICK AT TARA.
Cantata,

Full Vocal Score, with Pianoforte Accompaniment,

BY PROFESSOR GLOVER.
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

From the "London Morning Post."

" For freedom of melody, treatment, and character-
istic harmony, Mr. Glover's Cantata deserves to be
widely known. There is a special interest attached to

the work, inasmuch as H. R. H. Prince Arthur Patrick
has been pleased to accept of the dedication of a theme
which treats of a period of ever-living interest."

From the "London Weekly Register."

" Tlie concerted music is good, and the Madrigal, ' Ye
Heroes Bold,' entitles the composer to take high rank
as a musician."

From the" London Observer."

"... There is abundance of graceful melody in

the airs. . . . The quai-tette ' Why Awake, O Bard
of Selma,' is a fine specimen of part writing."

From the "London Standard."

" The most striking pieces are a contralto song with
a charming obligate harp accompaniment, ' I Often
Wish,' a good Madrigal, 'Ye Heroes Bold,' 'The
Shallanarinka,' and a stirring war song, ' Warriors
True.' The finale is an exceedingly effective chorus,

and concludes the work with great spirit and interest."

From the "London Tablet."

" The opening chorus of bards in the royal palace of

Tara is grand in its conception and execution. Written
in the Doric mode, it conveys a most perfect impression
of the period and the presumed accessories."

From the "London Morning Advertiser."

"... There is much vigour, grandeur, and
sacred feeling in the aria of St. Patrick, ' Lord, have
Mercy.' Mr. Glover treats his theme with that dignity
and solemnity so suitable in the many interesting inci-

dents and selections of the episode."

From the "Nation."

" Tliis important composition comes before the Irish

public with every claim upon their cordial patronage,
and every guarantee that such patronage will be be-

stowed upon a work that richly merits it."

From the "Irish Times."

"The composition is characterized by richness of
melody and great skill in the arrangement. . . .

Irrespective of its high musical merits, the subject of

the composition cannot fail to prove interesting to an
Irish audience."

From the "Dublin Evening Mail."

" Of the music of the Cantata there can be but on«
opinion, that it is sweet and expressive throughout.
. . . The overture is full of music of a high order,

and wiU ever be listened to with real pleasure."

From the "London Era."

"... The Madrigal alone would stamp Pro-
fessor Glover as a musician of high attainments. . . .

There are other portions of the work which reveal

a most accomplished and thoughtful musician. It is

melodious, fresh, and original in the extreme, equally

pleasing to the cultivated musician or the amateur.

From the "Express."

"... Our favourites in the whole Cantata are
a melodious and vocal quartette in G, ' Why Awake, O
Bard of Selma,' a very pretty ballad, ' The Knight laid

his Head,' and ' Warriors True,' a spirited war song in

C, chanted by the King and responded to by the maU-
clad warriors around. There is a great deal of merit in

the Cantata, and, as an Irishman's work, we are glad to

bear testimony in its favour."

From the "Freeman's Journal."

" The work abounds with evidence of musical ability

of the highest order."

From the "Weekly News."

"... As the first choral Cantata ever com-
posed on an Irish subject, St. Patrick at Tara is pre-
sented with confidence to the press and the public of

the country. It has been honoured by the practical
patronage of Prince Arthur, the Orleans Princes, and
most of the nobility of England."
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